
 

 
 

 

WORKING TOGETHER WITH OUR STRATEGIC PARTNERS 

LLE PEN PORTRAIT 

SARAH LEVY 

HEADTEACHER – OLD FLETTON PRIMARY SCHOOL 

 

EMAIL CONTACT head@oldfletton.peterborough.sch.uk 

TELEPHONE CONTACT 01733 554457 

BIOGRAPHY I have been the Headteacher at Old Fletton since April 2008. I am a values driven leader, 
with a strong moral compass and work ethic with a huge passion for the profession I 
chose. I understand what a privilege and responsibility it is to be a Headteacher and fully 
appreciate with this role comes many opportunities, pressures and challenges. I became 
a Local Leader of Education to support colleagues, enabling them to secure best 
outcomes and opportunities for all children they serve in the city: and doing so in a 
positive, honest, forthright way with a good dash of humour where required. I believe 
we all work best when we love and enjoy what we do. 

SCHOOL/TRUST 
CONTEXT 

In 2008 I took on the headship at Old Fletton when it had been placed in an Ofsted 
failing category, had a poor budget requiring redundancies and a falling roll of just 249 
pupils. Since then I have secured consistently positive inspections, with outstanding 
elements identified and have secured a more sound financial future. The school has also 
expanded to 420 pupils with waiting lists. There are high numbers of Pupil Premium and 
EAL pupils in a predominantly white, working class city school. 

RECENT OFSTED 
JUDGEMENT (OVERALL 
AND LEADERSHIP) 

Good, with many positive comments about Leadership & Management  - 

“Uncompromising in their dedication toward this vision.”….”well organised and 

effective.” 

LEADERSHIP 
EXPERIENCE/STRENGTHS 
AND PROFESSIONAL 
EXPERTISE OFFERED 
(CONSIDER PERSONAL 
AND SCHOOL 
STRENGTHS) 

I have had leadership responsibilities as a Head or deputy in the city of Peterborough for 
15+ years now and despite the many challenges the roles present I have always 
remained positive about the work I do. Positivity, straight talking, good humour, 
professionalism and being open to change and challenge as well as being hugely 
reflective are strengths that I possess that have helped me be successful. Throughout 
my masters degree in leadership and management I became acutely aware that there is 
no one size fits all model and that different styles are required at different times. 
Flexibility and adaptation to a school’s and a leader’s needs is going to be key to any 
successful working relationship. 
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